
 

Company Profile 
 

Who we are 
The Loft Studio LLC is the photography and cinematography studio located in the heart of Abu Dhabi, Reem Island. 
Established in 2016 we already made more than 1000 Emirati and European weddings around UAE and abroad. More 
than 350 corporate and private events. We have gained confidence of many well known companies. 
Its ran by the team of 12 enthusiastic, energetic, creative and professional people with a hand in all aspects of the industry 
under the lead of Ekaterina Ivankina. We are proud of our wide experience gained in different parts of the world. 
The scope of our studio is the charm, genuineness, creativity we inlay into each and every piece of photography and 
cinematography we perform. 
 
What highlights Loft Studio from other studios 
We are first and only interior studio in UAE, our space of 320 sq m consist of the *White Hall* with 5 gorgeous columns 
full of natural lights, and *Black Hall* with 3 different style of backgrounds such as *Library*, *Modern Chic* grey area 
and *Blue Gold* 
We offer classic studios shoots with professional lights as well. 
 
We are full female team, our professionals have wide experience all around the world with big luxury weddings and 
corporate events. 
 
We offer full spectrum of creative photography and cinematography services starting from initial concept of idea  to full 
realization and finished media 
We provide services from A to Z. We bring any idea of our Client to reality. 
What we do 

- Corporate 
- Individuals 
- Weddings 
- Private events 
- Media production  

 
Our Vision 
We understand the importance and value of photography and videography, that’s why we adhere to high standards and 
keep up with the times and technologies. 
 
The world does not stand still and we constantly improve our skills 
 
We guarantee full privacy 

 


